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                             In the past, the Mae Kha Canal was a main stream nourishing the city of 

Chiang Mai. It provided water for agriculture as well as a major transport route for 

people in the city. 

                  The Mae Kha Canal, a natural- made stream, is originated from                    

Huay Changkien creek and Huaykaew  creek of Doi Suthep Mountain flowing down to               

the largest natural swamp at Pa Paeng field in the area of municipality towards the Ping 

River at Pa-dad Subdistrict. The stream has about 3-4 meters in width and 1.5 meters in 

depth. 



 Due to rapid urbanization of Chiang Mai city, more and more people moved into 

settle. Part of them set up a community near the Mae Kha canal. Some set up homes, some 

opened shops and warehouses. When the water works system was installed and cars 

replaced boats, a sign of modern society and development, the canal seems lost its 

importance. It was then used as a sewer causing it to be almost impossible to regain its 

freshness anymore 



Current Condition  



Solutions for Mae Kha canal’s problem 



Adding good quality water to Mae Kha canal 
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Adding good quality water 



Sample collection to analyze wastewater 

quality of sewerage system Sites survey along canal banks 

Preventing wastewater 



•Garbage removal in canal 
•Grease Trap 
•Aerated Lagoon 

Treating Existed Wastewater 



Raising public awareness 



Raising public awareness 

Launching Campaign to raise 

public awareness on littering  
 

“ NO Littering in Open Space ,Canals 

and Public area ” 



Raising public awareness 

          Conducting a stakeholders meeting from Muang Mai 

Fresh Market and Muang Samut to find solutions  
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• Change of waste water collection  

system  from open channel to pipes 

Mae Kha channel 
Recommendations Long Term 
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The concept of solving wastewater 

problems Mae Kha 

Bicycle lane 



Law policy  

 Enforcement of law along with participant between 

government organization and community 



Thank you 


